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Type of Patterns

• Repeating pattern: Sequence i.e. arranging 
with line and shapes, arranging the objects  
alternatively 

• Growing pattern: Patterns increasing
or decreasing i.e. Skip counting (using 
Numbers), increasing or decreasing 
(Numbers or Objects)

Repeating Pattern:  using Lines and Shapes 
(arranging) in drawing & coloring methods

1. Games of making pattern with the objects 
present in the classroom. E.g.: Pencil, rubber, 
sharpener, chalk piece, leaves, blocks, books, sharpener, chalk piece, leaves, blocks, books, sharpener
etc.

2. Repeating & Alternative pattern i.e. using 
alphabets for example,  (1) AAB AAB,  using 
alphabets is a good activity because children 
understand letters as images too, so using 
alphabets will make for different 
combinations among the children

3. Arranging the objects in I different angles (up, 
down, front/back)

4. Paper cutting (repeating) & Paper folding:  
We can give A4 sheets to children and ask We can give A4 sheets to children and ask W
them to cut these as they like; after a few cuts 
we can ask them to open the sheets and 
look. This  will help them to understand stand  
patter (later in grade 3 and 4,  we could  
connect symmetry )

5. Thumb printing/footprints : we can ask Thumb printing/footprints : we can ask Thumb printing/f
children to make thumb printing and make 

any pattern, Last year I tried this so I know it 
would  be good project  for seeing the 
children’s work. 

Growing Patterns with objects:

1. Games with tamarind seed, blocks, beads, 
leaves, sticks (Increasing): children 
can take few seeds and show them 
as just one, two, and three, etc. in
arrangement of vertical, horizontal, slanting. 
When students do this there will be different 
combinations, for example  1, 2, 3.. or 3, 5, 7:  combinations, for example  1, 2, 3.. or 3, 5, 7:  combinations, f
these are just a few combinations.

2. Pasting/sticky with bindhis / stickers 
(increasing): students can get a few bindhis 
and can create colorful patterns.

3. Completing the shapes with matchsticks 

Growing pattern with Numbers

4. Clapping Game(1,2,3   1,2,3  1,2,3)

5. Skip counting (by 2’s, 3’s,4’s,5’s,10’s) 
arranging

6. Complete the box (skip counting  )
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